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EDITORIAL

Cadman Austin Goes East
We have had news from Tomáš Hájek, née Tomas Higgins, in the Czech Republic 
that he is in final negotiations with Rex Cadman over the sale of the Austin Tilly 
which we featured in TT53. All that remains is arranging transport to the east.

Simmonite Morris Update
Jeff Simmonite, who took on the ongoing restoration of his late brother David’s 
Morris Tilly, has recently sent us this update of progress in late January.
‘I am making slow progress with the Morris. It is difficult knowing how it goes 
together as the major parts are there, but there are no locker boxes and no 
sideway support for the rear end. So after a lot of thought, I have used my own 
ideas and I hope it will not be criticised too much by ‘the anoraks’. I decided 
the only way was to start from the rear end forward, so I fitted the body sides, 
already prepared by David, and then I made a tailgate and rear cross member. I 
will make it fit the floor and some fold down seats. The problem is that I haven’t 
seen a Morris, so I am a bit in the dark.
However I fitted the axles and refurbished the brakes (all parts supplied) to get 
some items out of the way! When I have some photos that are worthwhile, I will 
drop you a line later. In the meantime I will press on with it’.

ex-Tim Wood Austin
The Austin Tilly belonging to the late-Tim Wood 
was photograped at Beltring last year by Military 
Machines International magazine. Does anyone 
know anything about its current ownership?

Welcome to New Members
Massimo Magro, an Austin Tilly owner from 
Malta.
Patrick Brotherton from Evesham, 
Worcestershire, who is looking for a Tilly.

NEWS.....NEWS.....NEWS.....NEWS.....NEWS.....NEWS.....NEWS.....
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I just hope the start of spring and apparently better weather ahead might help to 
lift the doom and gloom clouded overhead both in terms of the economic situation 
and the terrible winter we have just gone through here in the UK. Closer to home 
the mood has been nonetheless cheerful as my working life and familys’ health 
have not been the best, and on top of this, one of my customers, a dear lady of 82, 
who seemed full of life told me in January she had six to twelve months to live. I 
attended her funeral on March 26th. Enough said.

The Tilly and Tourer price survey has brought forth some response, but sadly 
too little. I have had a couple of members saying what they consider the value of 
their Tilly or vehicles in general to be worth. All very interesting thank you, but 
it is actual sales we need to know about. So I ask again, please if you have sold 
or bought your Tilly or Tourer in the last two years (or know the detail about 
someone else’s sale), please let us know the figures so we can create a guide for our 
collective future. No identity will be revealed I assure you. Keith Monk very kindly 
sent me in details of a Tourer that sold at auction recently for £5800. The sales 
blurb suggested it was a military variant and had indeed served its time in the RAF. 
Not only did the RAF ever have any, but it wasn’t an ex military example either, just 
the bulk standard civilian version! Yes indeed, our vehicles are sought after.

We trust you continue to enjoy the new colour Tilly Text, and approve of our 
evolution, and that you will answer our survey within to have your say about your 
magazine. Mike and I love putting TT together, being a labour of love for us both. 
Your input is so important to us.

Have a great summer with you Tillys and Tourers.

TILLY TEXT OCTOBER ISSUE DEADLINE: 14th JUNE 2009



Maltese Tilly gallery
Several previoiusly 
unknown photos of 
Maltese Austin Tillys 
have turned up over the 
last couple of months. 
Some are unknown to 
the Register, so if any of 
our Maltese friends can 
identify them, we would 
be very grateful to hear 
from them.

I don't know when some 
of these were taken so it’s 
anybody’s guess if they 
are still around. 

Tomas Higgins from the 
Czech Republic  and Arjan 
van der Hoek pointed us 
to www.franklinhollander.
de/reisen/malta for this 
sequence.

K-5836 is not known to 
us. Does anyone recognise 
the owner? The tilt has 
been replaced with a taller 
wooden headboard and 
roof, though the sides are 
still canvas. The steering 
wheel has seen better 
times but the doors are 
upholstered. That is quite 
a sizeable battery under 
the bonnet.
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Mike Shackleton

Bygraves’ Austin to Holland
Following the sad death of David Bygraves at the end of last year, his running 
mate, Eddie Bottoms, tells us that their Austin Tilly has been sold to new owner 
Frank Zweers from Kesteren, Holland. Apparently he plans to use the Tilly as his 
wedding car and is an active member of several Dutch MV clubs.

Telly Tillys
There have been a number of additional sightings to add to our list of TV and film 
appearances of our vehicles as follows:

Millions Like Us – 1940s war film recently on a free DVD with a certain daily 
newspaper, shows Hillman and Morris Tillys in a vehicle compound.

Bomber Command – a recently released documentary DVD features footage of the 
often seen Morris Tilly in Brussells at the time if its liberation. The same footage 
appears in the wartime documentary True Glory.

Finest Hour – an episode of this documentary series focusing on the role of the 
railway in wartime features an as yet unidentified Tilly. Either Austin, Hillman or 
Morris. 

Pat Malin 
1940–2009

News of another sad death of one of our members reached us in mid-
March. Pat Malin was well known to the Tilly Register through the excellent 
restoration of his RAF marked Hillman Tilly MSV 477, often to be seen in our 
pages. Indeed, it featured in the last issue and on this issue’s cover.
Pat was very involved with the South Midland Area MVT based at Ashdown 
Camp, Badsey. He had much to do with the building of a Nissen hut there, 
and was also known for his ownership of a fully restored Ford WOT 2 and an 
Austin Champ he was currently restoring.
Pat passed away after illness from cancer on 2nd March and his funeral 
service was held at the parish church in Broadway on 16th March. He was 
aged 68 and is survived by wife Janet and son David.
Our thoughts are with the Malin family at this sad time. Thanks to Register 
member Brian Henson for bringing this news to our notice. I’m sure we will 
hear what happens to Pat’s Tilly in due course from the same source. JS
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From the same site is this unknown blue example with wooden sides and remodelled rear 
arches. C-2594 (below) we know as belonging to Joe Cacchia from Zebbug though our 
records say it is brown. Here it is clearly green and looking in very good condition.

An unknown and very well 
used interior – again from 
the franklinhollander site.

From the Track 48 
modelling website comes 
this immaculate and well-
looked-after example of 
a thoroughly civilianised 
Tilly. We have BAV 409 on 
the Register as residing in 
Qormi, but we don’t know 
the owner or any details 
about this particular 
vehicle.

This one was discovered by 
Arjan on a www.flickr.com 
album of old trucks and 
cars taken on Malta. The 
number is unrecognisable 
but the caption says the 
photo was taken in the 
early ’90s.
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These three pictures were 
all discovered by Julian 
Temple on the Classic 
Commercial Motor 
Vehicles discussion forum 
on Yahoo. M-2399 is the 
registration of this Austin 
Tilly. It is a new one for the 
Register, but does anyone 
have any details?

This unique Standard van 
belonging to Clive Micallef 
is well-known to the 
magazine.

Another photo of the Austin 
sold at auction mentioned 
on page 11 of the last 
issue. Clive Sammut tells 
us that it was part of the 
late Phillip De Domenico’s 
collection who passed away 
last year. The Tilly was still 
very complete, but derelict. 
With further news, Joe 
Grima says that the Austin 
has now found a home on 
Gozo. An unknown buyer 
from Victoria has bought 
it. This makes the small 
island of Gozo the home of 
five Austin Tillys and one 
Hillman. 

Joe Grima recently sent 
us some photographs of 
the progress he is making 
with his Hillman Mk.1. 

Although he says work 
on the restoration is 
going very slowly, the 
results certainly look 
impressive. 

He says he can only spend 
a few hours a week on it 
because work on the farm is 
getting harder than ever. But 
what little time he has he 
tries not to waste. 

He says he can only spend 
a few hours a week on it 
because work on the farm is 
getting harder than ever. But 
what little time he has he 
tries not to waste. 

Gozo Hillman

He is looking for a steering 
wheel, so if anyone can help 
please see the wanted ads 
on page 23.
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With the release of the Tamiya model, I thought it might be a good time to give a brief 
rundown of all the Tilly models currently available. It might be helpful to look back to Tilly 
Text 43 where I reviewed the then current models available. 

1.76 scale

MMS
www.mmsmodels.co.uk

Austin Tilly 8.50 PO Box 626, Folkestone, Kent, 
CT20 9AFHillman Tilly 8.50

Morris Tilly 8.50

Standard Tilly 9.95

Hillman Ladder Van 8.50

Milicast
www.milicast.com

Austin Tilly 5.75 9 Rannoch Sreet, Battlefield, 
Glasgow, G44 4DFStandard Tilly 5.75

Gramodels
www.gramodels.co.uk/

Austin Tilly (with or without 
tilt)

8.50 18 Lower Trail, Carpenders Park, 
Watford, WD19 5DD8.50

Cromwell Models Austin Tilly (pack of three 
vehicles with tilt, without tilt, 
without tilt plus load

12.50 6/6 The Quadrangle, 57 Ruchill 
Street, Glascow, G20 9PX

1.48 scale

Tamiya Austin Tilly 14.99 from all good model shops!

ASAM Models (ex-Hart)
www.asam.co.uk/

Austin Tilly 30.00
60.00 
(built)

Minden House, 18A Farnborough 
Street, Farnborough, Hampshire 
GU14 8AG

Accurate Armour Standard Tilly 24.26

1.35 scale

Accurate Armour
www.accurate-armour.com

Austin Tilly 48.89 Unit 6/7 Kelburn Business Park, 
Port Glascow, Inverclyde PA14 
6TDHillman Tilly 48.89

Scale Model Accessories Austin 8AP Tourer 40.00 appears no longer available

Flats

Western Miniatures Austin Tilly 4.00 RL Jenkins, 123 Henacre Road, 
Lawrence Weston, Bristol, BS11 
0HB

Left: Western Miniatures Austin. This is unusual in that it 
comes from a little-known form of modelling called flats 
which are literally 2-dimensional. Cast in white metal, it just 
needs a primer before painting in the scheme of your choice.

1.76  scale 
Milicast 

Standard and 
Gramodels 

Austin.

We have been able to get a small consignment of these models by special arrangement 
with Tamiya Inc. The retail price in the UK is £14.99, but we can offer this model to our 
readers for £12.25 including postage within the UK (17 Euros including post to Europe). 
If anyone is interested, please email or write to Mike Shackleton. As numbers are limited, 
they will be dealt with on a first come, first served basis. Believe me, it is a very easy model 
to build and it is the best Tilly model available at the moment.

Part Seven

Modelling the Tilly
Mike Shackleton
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Arjan van der Hoek is 
getting on well with the 
restoration of his Austin 
Tilly in Holland.  
It is very encouraging to 
see so many Tillys being 
returned to the road. 

Arjan, of course, runs his own Tilly website 
dedicated to the Austin as well as running 
a sister website for the Register. There are 
many more photos of his restoration work at 
http://www.austintilly.nl/EN/restoration1.html 
as well as other Dutch and Belgian projects.

Arjan, of course, runs his own Tilly website 

Dutch Austin
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Tilly and Tourer  
Preservation in Earlier Years

Don Staples Harris, owner of a superb example of the Austin Tourer (260 XUF), is 
no stranger to the type, or for that matter the Austin Tilly. Don has previously owned 
another Tourer, JKM 172, and an Austin Tilly, 277 HPU. The former we understand is 
now in France, somewhere south of Paris, whilst the latter currently resides in Derbyshire 
with Trevor Bonsal, and has appeared in TV’s Danger UXB. The Tourer sports a Kent 
registration, and the Tilly, similarly from 
Essex.

First of all we see the Tourer as found 
about forty years ago at Hinchley Wood 
near Esher in Surrey. It is to be seen in 
its blue and black civilian paint scheme, 
prior to its second ‘military’ life. The 
purchase price was £12.10 shillings. 
Most of us oldies from the UK will know 
that is £12.50 in today’s money!

Once finished, Don kept the Tourer for 
nine years and drove it all over Europe. 
The two black and white images show it 
parked near to the Eiffel Tower in Paris. 
Note all Don’s camping gear strapped 
to the vehicle. If that wasn’t enough to 
carry, his wife and two teenage daughters 
were also on board for this trip! The 
Tourer was thought to have gone to a 
UK museum after life with Don, before 
moving to France in the last couple of 
years or so. If anyone can help tie this 
down, please get in touch.

John Simpson

The Austin Tilly images date from 
a later time. The purchase price was 
£300 and the back was stoved in when 
Don found it somewhere in Kent. Once 
restored it was used for work as well as 
touring Europe. We see the Tilly, 277 
HPU, at Omaha Beach in Normandy 
and at a show with a pal posing for the 
snap beside it. Don and his wife also took 
the vehicle to Arnhem in Holland for 
an anniversary commemoration, where 
they slept in the back. It was frosty too! 
Now there’s dedication for you.

As an aside, Monty Dixon found a photo taken at Mont on the very first IMPS tour in 
1982 to Bastogne. Don is standing in the background with a glass in his hand. As Monty 
says,  ‘the silly sod in the front holding the shovel spoils the view!’

The final image is one 
we have seen before. This 
was used for a car insurance 
advertisement for Sun 
Alliance back in the 1980s 
and was used on one of our 
back covers in 1999. Our 
understanding was, however, 
that the Austin in the image, 
XTA 899, belonged to Gavin 
Cooper when in the hands of 
David Butcher from Liphook, 
Hants. Perhaps Don can shed 
some more light on this one 
for us.

Thanks to Don for sharing 
these fascinating images 
with us all.



The British Forces Radio 
Station in Rome was 
opened a few days after the 
liberation of the city.   
A Morris Tilly waits 
outside. (IWM)
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Rome 1944. Captain 
Freyburg, son of New 
Zealand General Freyburg, 
talks to a priest in front 
of a Hillman Tilly. He was 
captured at Anzio a few 
months earlier whilst 
serving with the Grenadier 
Guards. Later, he escaped 
and sought refuge in the 
Vatican until the liberation 
of Rome. (IWM)

The Tilly Photo Page

This early series Standard belongs to 315 (Polish) Squadron, RAF.
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These two photos come from the series of Polish books we have mentioned previously in these 
pages, Od Acromy do Zwycięzcy. Here we have an Austin 8AP photographed in Scotland in 1941 
apparently belonging to the 4th Rifles Brigade.
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Austin, Morris and the RAF John Simpson

There is an increasing misconception that the Austin Tilly served widely with the RAF 
during the war and after. This has recently been added to with the Tamiya model 
kit offering the Austin Tilly in RAF blue as one of several paint schemes. Earlier, 

low-volume model kit makers have made this assumption too, but the mass model kit 
market is compounding the situation further. The TV and film industry have had much to 
do with this too. I have to confess that I have personally added to the confusion, as have 
other owners over the years, by painting mine in RAF markings. Following Dunkirk, all 
RAF vehicles were painted olive drab or camouflage following the practice of their army 
cousins until RAF blue was re-introduced post-war.

We have also learnt of an Austin Tourer recently being sold with a suggestion it was an 
RAF staff car in an earlier life. In this latter case, it is our understanding that not only did 
the RAF ever operate the type, but this particular vehicle was never anything but a civilian 
Tourer. The chassis number alone makes this clear.

I really hope we find evidence that there were RAF Austin Tillys, but to date, our photo 
archive does not contain one image of the vehicle in RAF service. The picture is, it has to 
be said, rather confusing.

So let us look at the case for. Given there were more Austin Tillys manufactured than 
the other three makes, you would expect some contracts would have been for the RAF. The 
nearest confirmation we have that there may have been some in air force service comes 
from the pen of the late Bart Vanderveen in his Wheel & Tracks Austin Tilly special. I 
quote, ‘During production, Tillys were also supplied to other Government ministries and 
services, like the RAF and RN as well as Allied forces. Sometimes it would appear, these 
were specifically contracted for, but others seem to have been diverted’. He goes on to say, 
‘Typical wartime numbers on Austin Tillys used by the RAF were RAF 4323703’. If this 
is the case, why is it we have never found photographic evidence in the fourteen years of 
research in the life of the Tilly Register? His excellent feature only covers Army contracts. 
Interestingly, we have found photographic evidence of the Austin Tilly in the Royal Navy, 
and Register members Derek and David Sykes own a genuine ex-RN Morris Tilly.

The case against the Austin is lack of photography, whilst Hillman and Standard 
photographs are relatively abundant. Added to this, I have a copy of an Air Ministry Form 
AMO A143 from 1944 which lists all RAF vehicles in service for the purpose of allocating 
their bridge plate classifications. The Hillman and Standard Tillys are clearly to be found 
on it, but no Austin Tilly, Tourer or Morris Tilly. It may have been possible that earlier 
similar documentation included other vehicle types.

So in conclusion (for now), we are 99% certain that the RAF did not operate the 
Morris Tilly or the Austin Tourer, but that the Austin Tilly may have done so in relatively 
small numbers, through partial diverted contracts, or a ‘local’ arrangement between the 
services. One day we hope to find photographic proof.

We do of course applaud Tamiya for bringing their kit to the mass market, but all I 
ask is any further RAF Tillys are only represented as the Hillman or either series of the 
Standard.

Unique on the island of Malta is the Standard Tilly owned by Julian Xuereb from 
Mosta. It has just been completed after several years of restoration, and is now 
presented in RAF blue.

Julian would like to thank Mike Winter here in the UK for photographs, 
sketches and measurements without which he says he would not have been able 
to finish it.

Julian does have some questions he is looking for answers to which some 
Standard owners might be able to help with, so I repeat them here.

1 The straps on the lockers. On the nearside I used it for the stretcher cross  
 member. On the offside where were they fitted and for what?
2 The bracket on the bulkhead engine, left side. What does it hold?
3 Where was the spare spark plug holder fitted?
4 Under the rear light cushion there were four holes. I fitted an information plate  
 taken from the manual. Should there be anything else?
5 Was there some kind of cover for the gearbox and pedal holes?

Julian’s attention now switches to his Austin which he has owned for twenty-
six years, as he gives it an overhaul. If any member is taking a holiday in Malta 
soon and would like to have a chat in his garage, please call Julian on 99027292. 
He would be pleased to hear from you.  JS.Th
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A Phoenix Rises From The Ashes
By John Simpson

In January 2003, Bob Ellis contacted me to ask if he 
could come and look at my four Tillys. A fellow resident 
of my village, I had only met Bob once before at the local 
Sellindge Steam Special show in 2002. I knew he was 
a military vehicle owner, but so far seemed to me to be 
part of the bigger Jeep/Dodge/GMC ‘brigade‘, that is the 
American enthusiast side of the hobby. So I was quite 
pleasantly surprised when an interest in buying a Tilly 
was announced. Bob had initially ideas of trying to find an 
Austin, but this was soon to change.

I do remember he went to see what a seller had described as an Austin Tilly in kit 
form. We both quickly realised the description was misleading as it turned out to be an 
Austin 10 saloon with some parts that ‘could turn it into a Tilly’. The only other Tillys on 
the market at the time were my own Standard Estate, and Alec Small’s basket case of a 
Hillman down in Devon. Bob elected to go and see the Hillman, which he soon decided 
to buy. I had never seen the vehicle before its eagerly anticipated arrival in Lympne, and 
have to confess to being quite shocked at its condition. It was quite simply falling to bits. 
The underside was virtually gone. Bob said in print at the time, ‘it was a viable prospect 
... it was all there, it just needed some work to repair it’. He also queried if it was in worse 
condition than my Hillman when I first bought mine. ‘Yes’ was the reply, ‘much worse’. 
Bob soon decided that he would need a donor vehicle to give up its floor plan to save the 
life of this elderly patient! A Hillman saloon would be the answer, but finding one to suit 
was another matter. After a while Bob located two Hillman Saloons for sale and went to 
see them both. The first was a 1936 model on a box chassis, the predecessor to the correct 
1939 model on which the Tilly is based. It had been used as an advertising gimmick 
outside a themed restaurant in Lincolnshire, and was in a similar state to the Tilly he had 
just bought. Bob suggested he may be able to use the box chassis as an adaptation to mend 
his Tilly floor, if the other car he was about to set out to go and see in Crewe, Cheshire, was 
unsuitable. This latter vehicle turned out to be a very fine example of a Hillman saloon, 
transformed from civilian use into a staff car of the British Army. Bob fell in love with this 
roadworthy vehicle straight away and agreed to buy it to keep as it was to join his growing 
collection in its own right. This however, had not solved his Tilly ‘repair’ problem, and he 
soon decided his earlier box chassis adaptation was the answer. I had my doubts as to the 
wisdom of this at the time, but he was not put off. So quite 
soon after this Bob journeyed to Lincolnshire and brought 
the 1936 Minx back home, soon to be followed by the 
Cheshire based example. It was at this point I introduced 
him to my pal Dave of many year’s standing, as he needed 
a trailer to go to Cheshire with, having been let down by 
the previous trailer owner from the Lincolnshire trip. Bob 
was ‘champing at the bit’ to go up to Crewe that Friday 
afternoon and evening, sleep in his car overnight, and 

return the next morning having bought and paid for the car first thing. The ‘new’ trailer 
however was not ready. Dave himself was away at work and couldn’t be there to sort it 
out for him, but Bob, keen to go, persuaded Dave he would sort it out himself and set off 
up north.

The trip to Crewe went as planned, but the ‘fun’ 
started the next day on the journey home. Having 
loaded the car on the trailer, and parted with a four 
figure sum in cash, Bob was soon back on the M6 
heading south. He was overtaking slower vehicles 
when the trailer started to snake until it was out of 
control. The trailer with Hillman atop rolled on to its 
side badly damaging the towing vehicle in the process. 
Needless to say the ensuing radio reports of the M6 
southbound being blocked were down to our Bob. The 

Hillman was mangled, the trailer and Jeep Cherokee towing vehicle written off, and to add 
insult to injury, the Hillman was soon to catch fire and burn out.

Expecting to see a proud owner and immaculate ‘new’ staff car that evening, I was 
instead greeted by a telephone call from a relay truck somewhere on the motorway system 
as the wrecked trailer and Hillman came home ahead of the Jeep. Poor old Bob had lost 
the car, the trailer he had to replace, and his Jeep had reached the end of the road too, the 
latter being the only one covered by insurance. The next morning he had to go to see my 
friend Dave and his wife to discuss the loss of his trailer. We laugh about it now as we are 
all good friends and often all go out for a beer and a curry together, but back then, Bob 
and Dave had only just met.

There was one positive to result from all this calamity, this being the floor pan problem 
had been somewhat cruelly settled. The next stage was to enlist the expert services of east 
Kent-based Peter Skelton, whose body shop would transform the floor plan on to the Tilly 
body. Before this happened I can remember the Tilly falling into two halves as it was placed 
on a trailer. It looked really sad and almost beyond saving at this point.

The years have gone by since this episode, and in this time the vehicle has slowly and 
methodically moved on. As you read these words, it should now have passed its MoT and 
come back on to the road. The engine was also a survivor from the ashes of the saloon. 
Much of the rear body load area has been rebuilt from new, both woodwork and side 
panels alike. As Mike and I visited Bob’s workshop in March when these images were 
taken, he commented, ‘it has taken over my life. I just have to get it finished’. Latterly 
there have been the little irritating problems to solve like wiring and carburettor queries, 

but the major problems are now behind him. A lot 
of us would have given up with this restoration 
somewhere along the line, but I take my hat off to 
Bob, as his dedication and patience has paid off in the 
end. He has transformed what his neighbour called ‘a 
bucket of rust’ into a ‘living and breathing’ Tilly once 
more. He is not sure of the finished paint scheme 
it will finally appear in, but somewhere on it will be 
painted the name, Phoenix.

2005 2009

2005 2009
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Odds and ends
In the last issue we published a 
photo of an Austin Tilly towing 
a strange little trailer. Both Axe-
Jon Versluijs and Mike Winter 
have written in to tell us that 
it is a German Infanteriekarren 
F8, normally seen towed behind 
a BMW R75 or Zundapp KS750 
combination or behind a 
Kettenrad.

Mike Winter has also put me right on the rear cover photo that appeared in TT53. I 
stated that the Tilly had a 8th Army badge on the tailgate. In fact, it is 2nd Army.

Your opinion matters
We would to hear your opinions about Tilly Text. We hear from some members that they 
are very pleased with our little magazine. However, how can we improve it for you? 

1 Are you all happy with the current content of the magazine? 

2 Do we have the right balance of historical/photo/technical/advertising content? 

3  Would you like to see more of any of the above?

4 Would you like to know more about your fellow members and their vehicles and read 
about their own individual vehicles and projects?

5 Is there anything you would like to see deleted from the magazine.

6 Is there anything you would like to see included in the magazine that is not covered 
at the moment?

As ever, the content of the magazine is largely governed by what is going on in the world 
of Tillys and we rely on our members keeping us informed of news of sales, changes of 
ownership, restoration projects, etc. Without our reader’s input, the magazine would not 
be possible. John and I do our best to keep the content interesting and up-to-date, but 
we need to know how you feel and what direction you would like us to take.

Tilly Trader
Wanted

Austin Tilly clutch pedal linkage
Catalogue number IG5175  

clutch adjusting rod – fork for rod. 

Circled in red on the diagram

Also wanted: interior light and  
rubber gearbox mounting block –  

part number 1F 5648

Contact: Arjan van der Hoek

email: arjan@austintilly.nl

Hillman Tilly steering wheel
Contact: Joe Grima

53 Dun Martin Square, Nadur Gozo ndr 104, Malta
Tel: 356 99862319

Email: jmagun@hotmail.com

Fan belt for Austin Tilly  
(On behalf of an overseas Tilly Register member) 

A source of supply of a belt would be appreciated. I understand it is equivalent to 
a Ferodo V130, BTR 480 or a John Bull 59.

If you can help, please contact Richard Farrant  
Email: ayefve@btinternet.com  Tel: 07770 378253 or 01233 627618 evenings

Tilly wanted, preferably Standard.
Contact: Patrick Brotherton, 105 Badsey Lane, Evesham,  

Worcestershire, WR11 3EY

It appears that we printed Clive Sarjantson’s new email address incorrectly in the last 
issue. We apologise for any inconvenience this may have caused for any of you trying to 
get in touch with Clive. The correct address is tillygardens@hotmail.co.uk
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Clive Sammut has asked I would like to ask in Tilly Text if anybody out there 
has a pair of horn pillars. I enclose a drawing of it and also a copy from the parts 
lists describing it. The dimensions are not accurate or to scale. These pillars go 

between the Lucas horn bracket and the engine front flange.
Email: csbajku@maltanet.net

Series UV Tilly that is too far gone and beyond saving.  
Wheels and series UV Tilly radiator grille.

Paul Birchall    HighHouseFarm@aol.com    Tel: 01526 345408

For Sale
Hillman parts including engine, gearbox, back axle,  

steering box and many associated parts
Contact: Ronald Truscott, 

Ashton House, Shanklin Road, Godshill, Ventnor, Isle of Wight, PO38 3JE. 
Write to Ronald enclosing an SAE, and a list of parts available will be sent by 

return.

Hillman dashboard – £30 plus postage
Contact: Bob Ellis: Tel: 44 (0)1303 264972 (Hythe, Kent)

Searchlight reflector mirror, 3 foot diameter – £130 ono
Contact: Don Wiltshire Tel: 079 222 55122 (Folkestone)

War films on pre recorded video including Where Eagles Dare, Saving Private 
Ryan, Colditz Story, The Wooden Horse, Malta Story and The Longest Day. 

Excellent condition.  £3 each including p&p
Contact: John Simpson Tel: 44 (0)1303 265078. Email: johnsimpson43@

btinternet.com

Manuals on the Internet
On the Tilly Register website, Arjan van der Hoek is slowly building up a collection of 
original Tilly manuals/part books/instruction books which can be downloaded as PDF files. 
Currently on the list are the folllowing:
Austin Tilly (http://www.tillyregister.com/register5c.html)
Driver’s Handbook, Book No.100/AN2, 5/1942
List of Spare Parts, Publication 1896A, July 1940
Hillman Tilly (http://www.tillyregister.com/register7c.html)
Driver’s Handbook, Book No. 100/HL2A, 5/1942
Instruction Book Mark IIA, Publication No. V4144, April 1941
Maintenance Manual, June 1944
Replacement Parts Catalogue, Mark IIB
Morris Tilly (http://www.tillyregister.com/register6c.html)
Operation Manual, 3981/15
Illustrated List of Spare Parts, List No.112, December 1940
As you can see, there are still many that could be added to the list, so if any owners would 
like to send their manuals, Arjan would be glad to increase the library. Contact Mike or 
John if you are able to help. Your valuable (and invaluable) manuals will be treated with 
the utmost care.

The Split-Top Cab – What Was It For?
We often hear the term split-top cab, when talking about Tillys, but I have never been 
quite sure what was its purpose. A good example is Bob Ellis’ Hillman featured on page 
20 which shows points on each front windscreen pillar where a bolted joint is located to 
hold the two parts together. Similarly, this is also evident in the door pillar. Secondly, when 
looking towards the cab from the load area the bulkhead is clearly made in two parts. My 
own Hillman is a Mk.2B which is often quoted as the split-top cab model which initially 
I found confusing as the fixings were not evident on mine, but the bulkhead in two parts 
clearly is. Obviously, the other detail has long since been cut off and ground away on my 
example.

The split top was also to be found on some Austin Tillys, but I have not found there to 
be any Morris or Standard examples. So what was its purpose? Storage and transportation 
is thought to be the reason. Taking the cab roof off lowers the height, but the doors would 
also have to be removed to make sense of this. To my mind, it all seems unnecessary 
trouble for a few inches saved in height. Could it have been an operational requirement? 
Other vehicles were operated in warmer dryer climates with cab roofs removed. Perhaps 
this was the reason. Strangely we have no images on file of a Tilly with the cab removed, 
so this gives us no clues either. All images of factory-fresh Tillys show the complete vehicle 
every time.

If any reader can add any comments or indeed photographs of this facet of the Tilly, 
please feel free to do so. JS
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Ask Clive
Clive Sarjantson’s Tilly Hotspots, April 2009
Another helping of suppliers and service providers

Call Clive on 07796 167427 or email: tillygardens@hotmail.co.uk  
for answers to all of your technical questions

1)  Brenton Gear Company
 Repair and renovation of gearboxes. Supply gears, sprockets, chain wheels, 

pulleys and castings on one-off basis
 Tel: 44 (0)121 557 8640. Fax 44 (0)121 522 2132
2)  Jones Springs
 Manufacturers and repair of vehicle springs, mods, U-bolts and spring 

sundries.
 Gladstone Street, Darlaston, West Midlands, WS10 8BE
 Tel: 44 (0)121 568 7575
 Web: www.jones-springs.co.uk
3)  Speedographrichfield Ltd.
 Brake, clutch, speedo, and control cables. Instrument repairs.
 Rolleston Drive, Arnold, Nottingham, NG5 7JR
 Tel: 44 (0)115 926 4235
 Email: info@speedographrichfield.com
4)  Tracy Tool Ltd.
 Suppliers of all size tap & dies up to 3”, BSF, BSW, UNC, UNF, m/m
 Also drills, remers, mills, Coventry dies, helicoil kits etc.
 Unit 1, Parkfield Ind. Est., Barton Hill Way, Torquay, Devon, TQ2 8JG
 Tel: 44 (0)1803 328603
 Web: www.tracytools.com

Tillytechnical
Smoking Pipe

Many people up until the late 1970s were regularly seen smoking a pipe. Since 
then it all but seems to have gone out of fashion for some reason or other.
A similar fashion seems to have happened with the exhaust pipe of the Austin 
Tilly. Early vehicle contracts had a tailpipe to the right or offside. Then a tailpipe 
was taken to the left or nearside for no apparent reason. However there is no 
wrong side, left or right. Some were fitted offside , some nearside. Herewith is an 
exhaust plan from the Austin Tilly manual showing the fittings either way, except 
for nearside tailpipe.
Nevertheless, I do hope your Tilly doesn’t have a badly smoking pipe.

Clive Sarjantson

Paul Birchall from High House Farm, Lincolnshire has sent us this comment on 
the same subject – I was told by a motor mechanic who started working pre-war 
that it was an offence to have a vehicle exhaust blowing towards pedestrians on 
the footpath. Ted West from Wolverhampton makes similar comments.
All of these comments have come in response to my feature in TT53 on Tilly 
Tailpipes. This article, and also recently having had the opportunity of visiting both 
Ron Pier and Dave and Audrey Lee and looking at their Austin Tillys in detail, set 
me thinking about doing a piece about the differences between early-, mid- and 

late-production Austin Tillys. However, the more I delved the more I realised that 
I could easily fill up a whole edition of Tilly Text or even more. With help from 
various people, we will be starting a major series of articles that will attempt to 
look in some detail at what makes one Austin Tilly different to another. These are 
in preparation now and hopefully the first will appear in the next issue. MS
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Joe Grima's restoration of his Hillman Mk.1 is coming along. More photos inside.

Front Cover
Pat Malin with his Hillman Tilly who sadly passed away in March.

Tilly Tailgate

So that we can improve image quality in your TT, please where possible supply photos as 
original prints or electronic files (such as JPEGs) on disc or via e-mail to Mike. Original photos 
will be returned ASAP. Images printed from home inkjet printers are very difficult to reproduce 

satisfactorily unless a dedicated photo printer is used. Please be aware that owing to a backlog of 
material, your items may not appear straight away, so please be patient. 




